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Clinician Perspective
The viewpoints of a practicing clinician who has used both the 

ProTaper Universal and PROTAPER NEXT ile systems is use-

ful in further exploring the differences in the two systems and 

the beneits achieved through PROTAPER NEXT reinements.

Dr. Shawn Velez, D.D.S., used ProTaper Universal for 10 years 

prior to incorporating PROTAPER NEXT into his endodontic 

practice after its introduction.

“The transition to this instrument was very easy, because the 

system is concise,” Velez said. “It borrows from the same 

philosophy as ProTaper Universal, with the advantage of M-

Wire NiTi for increased strength and lexibility.”

Dr. Velez said the M-Wire reinement increases the instru-

ment’s resistance to failure in any condition.

“This allows me to treat more conidently, knowing I have that 

advantage,” he said.

Dr. Velez also appreciated the ile’s unique geometry. He said 

the rectangular offset cross section creates alternating con-

tact points for less contact with the canal wall, creating more 

space to remove dentin, tissue and debris. 

“The tissue comes out very ropey looking, with nothing get-

ting plugged up,” he said. 

In Dr. Velez’s experience, PROTAPER NEXT’s rectangular off-

set cross section allows the instrument to be “strong, very 

strong, and extremely fast.” He is quick to point out, how-

ever, that faster does not equate to better, and speed is not 

his end goal. In his Aiken, South Carolina, practice, PROTA-

PER NEXT’s eficiency simply allows him to devote more time 

for proper disinfection. He said the conservative shape he 

achieves with PROTAPER NEXT allows for ideal penetration 

of a ProRinse® irrigating needle within one to two millimeters 

of apical preparation.

“In all, PROTAPER NEXT is a very concise endodontic sys-

tem that can be used to create, in fewer steps, an ideal shape 

to complete all the objectives necessary for predictable root 

canal therapy,” said Dr. Velez. 

He described the ideal shape as the most conservative shape 

that allows the maximum disinfection and tissue removal to 

achieve healing.

The Next Evolution Of PROTAPER Performance

Many clinicians have relied on ProTaper Universal iles throughout their careers, and these trusted iles continue to be available. 

As the next evolution of the world’s leading ile system, PROTAPER NEXT iles bring a new dimension to the ProTaper offering 

with their increased strength, lexibility and procedural eficiency. Visit TulsaDentalSpecialties.com for more information including 

videos on PROTAPER NEXT’s unique AR motion, or to request a product demo.
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